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Thank you for proving the opportunity to comment on the Retail Load Paper.

1. Specification of wholesale purchases and treatment of losses


Which definition of wholesale purchases and which treatment of losses is most
appropriate for the Guarantee - energy at the TNI or energy at the Node?
No comment



How should differences between generation volumes and retail volumes be
addressed?
The differences relating to electricity as losses also need to be applied to emissions
as a concentration. That is that the emissions have not changed but the
concentration of GHG emissions tonnes CO2-e/MWh increase through the
transmission and distribution process. The role of energy storage systems must also
be addressed in the same way.
Fundamentally the NEG is only using the facility scope 1 emissions as the starting
point to track electricity from particular sources with their emissions through to Large
end use customers and to retailers who sell to most commercial, industrial and
residential end use consumers. At this point these are Scope 2 emissions.

2. Treatment of non-market embedded generation


How should non-market embedded generation be included in the Guarantee
emissions mechanism?
Electricity produced and consumed behind the meter should not be factored into the
NEG, only any net exports.
In regard to using the NGERs process to determine these emissions, many of these
would not meet the NGERs threshold. Also NGERs does not deal with any trading of
electricity with emissions through energy markets. If the document is intending to
describe an NGER like approach to determining the scope 1 emissions at the point of
generation, then this should have been stated.



How should its metering data and emissions be verified?
No comment



Should embedded generation meter readings be sent to AEMO?
No comment



Should embedded generation be incorporated into the emissions registry
process or handled separately at the time of compliance?
If net exports of electricity are sold into the market, then they should be incorporated
into the NEG Emissions Registry. Separate handling is just creating risk of more
double counting.

3. Estimation of rooftop solar PV


How should rooftop solar PV be included in the Guarantee emissions
mechanism?
It is essential that only net exports of solar PV are considered to be part of the NEG.
Otherwise it would be stealing and double counting of the zero scope 2 component
that the owner/occupier has claimed



How should it be estimated or measured and what audit/verification is
required?
If there is no current robust mechanism to measure and account for net exports of
rooftop solar PV then the estimation would be the only option until advanced
metering and transmission of data to retailers becomes widespread.



Should rooftop solar PV be incorporated into the emissions registry process or
handled separately at the time of compliance?
If net exports of rooftop solar PV electricity are sold into the market, then they should
be incorporated into the NEG Emissions Registry. There are software packages to
bundle multiple small net exporters into one contract framework or program.
Separate handling is just risk for more double counting.

4. Treatment of batteries


How should grid-scale batteries be treated in the emissions registry?
In the simplest form, batteries will perform at an average input output loss over the
range of charge and discharge cycles (which will not be uniform). This loss can be
expressed as a percentage loss. There are several important elements of the
operation of battery storage facilities for the NEG.
1) The loss of electricity due to the operation of the battery
2) If there were emissions associated with the electricity input to the battery,
those emissions become proportionally higher (Same emissions but
reduced output)
3) For those in the market that will lay claim to renewable electricity as zero
scope 2 emissions, then the battery storage facility must ensure contracts
to input only accredited renewable electricity. Only then can the output be
regarded as renewable electricity.
At the early stages of operation an estimate may be required, Installation metering
data will be able to build more refined assessment of battery facility losses over time.
This data will need to be supported by an NGER Method for data collection.



How should net battery consumption at a household level be measured if at
all?
For electricity produced and consumed behind the meter there should be no
consideration as none of this should be stolen for the NEG.
For net exports of Solar PV, renewables in will still equal renewables out and the net
exports would be slightly lower. No need to measure.
If household batteries are installed with no PV panels (uncommon) then the
input/output loss rates of the battery type should be used to increase the emissions
intensity of the electricity in question.



What changes might be required to the estimation of solar generation if
batteries are also present behind the meter?
As previous:
For electricity produced and consumed behind the meter there should be no
consideration as none of this should be stolen for the NEG.
For net exports of Solar PV, renewables in will still equal renewables out and the
net exports would be slightly lower. No need to measure.

5. Metering data revisions
No comment

6. Alignment of NGERS and generation volumes


What changes can be made to NGERS reporting requirements to simplify the
operation of the Guarantee?
What a stupid question!
The issue is not about simplifying the NEG, it is about what would need to be done to
reform NGERS so that in could support the NEG to function.
The fundamental change, is not about the measurement of scope 1 emissions, it is
about how emissions with electricity are traded through the middle markets, retailers
and large end users(plus this change should apply to all end users) NGER Methods
need to be created to support market-to-end-user Scope 2 emissions. This is a
fundamental and necessary change to how the NGER framework has worked to
date.
Why have there been no serious and credible discussions of
the change from physical GHG accounting that NGER uses to
the contractual GHG accounting upon which the NEG is
based?
The issue has been raised in consultation since February,
and the NEG still has no credible set of amendments drafted
for the NGER Technical Guidelines or the NGER
Determination. Why not?
It is as if there is a turf war to keep sensible and credible

GHG accounting out of the operation of the NEG.

As previously stated in consultation submissions, the current NGER Framework
allocates average grid emissions to all customers in a communistic way undermining
and indeed preventing market choices for electricity products of differing GHG
intensity, including renewable electricity. Outside of any legal framework, the Federal
Government encourages the 100% double counting of renewable electricity and zero
scope 2 emissions. There is no legal set of rules to allocate renewables or any other
type of electricity to end user markets.
However the NEG has created the possibility for a full reform of the allocation of
electricity products of differing GHG intensity to end user markets. Instead of a
communist allocation of grid mix electricity to all, there is a real opportunity to
properly establish a market based approach for end use emissions by extending the
contractual GHG emissions to all electricity end users including GreenPower
customers.
The current NEG proposal will track electricity with emissions to large customers.
Having done that, does the Department really think that it would be appropriate and
acceptable to continue with average grid mix reporting and claims? Would it make
any sense having two completely unintegrated GHG accounting systems for
electricity in retail markets?
The single reform is for the NGER Determination and NGER Technical guidelines to
replace the physical allocation approach for scope 2 emissions to electricity end
users with the contractual GHG allocation approach that has been proposed by the
COAG ESB to large customers and retailers. This just needs to be extended to all
and users to create a single market wide GHG accounting framework that would
underpin the electricity transition.
The revised NGER Determination would then be the legislative instrument to support
the NEG Emissions Registry in its operation.
For consumers, the mess of double and triple counting, false and competing claims
and insecurity of renewable customers would be resolved. End user markets would
work as follows:






End use customers large and small that buy high GHG emissions electricity
or buy from a high GHG emissions retailer or in a Direct PPA should report
and be accountable for high scope 2 GHG emissions
Customers that choose a lower GHG emissions electricity retailer should be
legally allocated those lower scope 2 GHG emissions
Customers that buy accredited GreenPower should be legally allocated zero
scope 2 GHG emissions
Retailers should be able to compete on the GHG intensity of their products.
Competition and transparency of the electricity market will be greatly
improved compared to the current mess where there is no legislated economy
wide GHG or renewables allocation framework for end users. Multiple claims
for renewable energy, double and triple counting of avoided emissions and
free riding on emissions reduction are completely undermining fair market
principles.

If the high level design of the NEG lacks legal rigour, then good governance and
compliance will be impossible.

Another double count
It appears that the Federal Government (from correspondence sent to me) has
counted all the behind the meter renewables estimate (including from all household
generation) to dilute the grid factors in the National Greenhouse Accounts Factors. I
am awaiting a secondary confirmation of this development as it is in breach of the
NGER Technical guidelines and would have caused all household renewables to be
counted twice without the knowledge or consent of two million households.
It is absolutely essential that the NEG being based on the allocation of electricity with
emissions to the market, fix the double counting and ensure that the greenhouse allocation
framework be extended to all end use customers and on site generator-users.

ADDITIONALITY
Additionality could be addressed if possible but it is more than likely that additionality will be
both unachievable and un-necessary. Currently, the NEG constraint itself may not even be
additional to what business as usual will deliver, so any reliance on GreenPower being
additional to the NEG and business as usual is unrealistic.
Any approach for GreenPower to be reliant on finding additionality to caps on emissions
intensity, not using tradeable allowances, or on Large Scale Certificates which have no legal
attributes, is destined for continued double counting and failure. These concepts are
fundamentally opposite to the idea of electricity products being traded in markets in relation
to their emissions intensity.
ADDITIONALITY IS ALWAYS UNDERMINED
The additionality of GreenPower and other renewable energy mechanisms has been
undermined by the Federal Government on many occasions.
It was undermined when the 45,000 GWh Renewable Energy Target was split into the Large
and Small Scale schemes.
It was undermined when the Abbott Government reduced the large scale renewable energy
target when it deemed that there were too many renewables including GreenPower. When
Seeking clarity on this matter from both the Federal Energy Minister and federal Climate
Minister it was confirmed that the additionality to the GWh target of the RET was
meaningless because the Government did not regard GreenPower as additional to 20%. It
was the 20% that was used as justification to cut the RET. Both ministers provided
consistent replies:
…“The RET should represent a real 20 per cent” (Greg Hunt)

…”The Government is now seeking to get the system back into balance” (Ian
Macfarlane).
…”We do have to be practical - we didn't sign up to [a] 27 per cent target” (Ian Macfarlane)
…” the target needed to be reviewed because it was based on an estimated amount of electricity
that was now out of date” (Ian Macfarlane)

Given that the reduced RET will be full by around 2020 and there will be no further legal
requirement for additional renewable electricity, it is impossible for the concept of
additionality to the RET to continue. Additional to what? GreenPower may not even be
additional to business as usual.
ONE LEGAL MECHANISM NEEDED FOR ACCREDITED RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY
It is deeply concerning that the Discussion Paper mentions other renewable energy
schemes. To reform retail renewable electricity, there is a need for a single accredited
methodology, not multiple methodologies that lead to multiple counting.
The voluntary surrender of LGCs to the Clean Energy Regulator is one mechanism that
would need to be scrapped on commencement of the NEG as the Guarantee is about a
contractual approach to track electricity with its emissions intensity to the large customer or
retailer (and should be extended to all end user customer). The LGC only approach has
been a key feature of the early Renewable PPA claims, but now there is an explosion of
PPAs where stakeholders have no idea as to whether LGCs have been surrendered or not.
The whole concept of LGCs should also now be reconsidered as the role of LGCs will cease
when the RET is achieved within a year. There is simply no need for LGCs in a new scheme
where the NEG Registry could provide the same assurance of accredited renewable
electricity.
There should be a single mechanism facilitated by NGER amendments in line with
contractual accounting so end use customers can buy accredited renewable electricity or
choose a lower emissions retailer to buy lower emissions electricity. The EITEIs that have
no emission constraints can choose to buy higher emissions electricity, but should then be
allocated those higher scope 2 emissions for their reporting and claims.
THE NEG EMISSIONS REGISTRY REQUIRES NGER AS THE LEGISLATIVE
MECHANISM TO INCLUDE METHODS THAT SUPPORT THE NEG
As with all of the COAG ESB documents to date, the issue of the legal allocation of
emissions to end use customers has been ignored. This is unacceptable. Furthermore, the
important matter of the legal instrument that would enable the emissions Register to operate,
has also been ignored.
Under the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting (NGER) Act 2007, there is a National
Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Register. The NGER Act clearly states that the NGER
Register is not a legislative instrument. What is the legislative instrument however, is the
NGER Determination which is updated on an annual basis to incorporate improvements in
methods and revised factors.
Unless the Government and COAG ESB are intending to duplicate the entire NGER
Framework with a parallel universe that counts the same emissions and sources of
electricity, but allocated in an entirely different and contradictory method, the NGER
Determination should also be the legislative instrument.
As previously stated in consultation submissions, the current NGER framework allocates
average grid emissions to all customers in a communistic way undermining and indeed
preventing market choices for electricity products of differing GHG intensity, including
renewable electricity. Outside of any legal framework, the Federal Government encourages

the 100% double counting of renewable electricity and zero scope 2 emissions. There is no
legal set of rules to allocate renewables or any other type of electricity to end user markets.
However the NEG has created the possibility for a full reform of the allocation of electricity
products of differing GHG intensity to end user markets. Instead of a communist allocation
of grid mix electricity to all, there is a real opportunity to properly establish a market based
approach for end use emissions by extending the contractual GHG emissions to all
electricity end users including GreenPower customers.
The current NEG proposal will track electricity with emissions to large customers. Having
done that, does the Department really think that it would be appropriate and acceptable to
continue with average grid mix reporting and claims? Would it make any sense having two
completely unintegrated GHG accounting systems for electricity in retail markets?
One reform with a no double counting principle
In any other market with tangible products such as bread and milk, it is blatantly obvious
when these products are sold to one customer but given to another. Deceived customers
can immediately object and take further action to recover their money from the scam.
However, for ‘GHG emissions reductions’ and ‘renewable electricity use’ in electricity
markets, the Federal Government has had no regard for such basic principles and has
allowed double, triple and even quadruple counting of these attributes by different customers
and end users at the same time. Does the Federal Government really want to make this
worse?
The single reform is for the NGER Determination and NGER Technical guidelines to replace
the physical allocation approach for scope 2 emissions to electricity end users with the
contractual GHG allocation approach that has been proposed by the COAG ESB to large
customers and retailers. This just needs to be extended to all and users to create a single
market wide GHG accounting framework that would underpin the electricity transition.
The Revised NGER Determination would then be the legislative instrument to support the
NEG Emissions Registry in its operation.
For consumers, the mess of double and triple counting, false and competing claims and
insecurity of customers would be resolved and the retail-end user markets would work as
follows:






End use customers large and small that buy high GHG emissions electricity or buy
from a high GHG emissions retailer should report and be accountable for high scope
2 GHG emissions
Customers that choose a lower GHG emissions electricity retailer should be legally
allocated those lower scope 2 GHG emissions
Customers that buy accredited GreenPower should be legally allocated zero scope 2
GHG emissions
Retailers should be able to compete on the GHG intensity of their products.
Competition and transparency of the electricity market will be greatly improved
compared to the current mess where there is no legislated economy wide GHG or
renewables allocation framework for end users. Multiple claims for renewable
energy, double and triple counting of avoided emissions and free riding on emissions
reduction are completely undermining fair market principles.

If the high level design of the NEG lacks legal rigour, then good governance and compliance
will be impossible.

Interdependencies with other elements of the Guarantee


Definition of volumes – impacts design of Emissions Registry.
No Comment



Potential changes to NGERS required to make Guarantee more workable.
Significant and fundamental changes are required for the NGER Framework
including the NGER Technical Guidelines and the NGER Determination (as the
legislative instrument).
These changes are not to be directed at making a scheme that does not yet exist
“more workable”.
They are required for the National Energy Guarantee to function, to have integrity, to
support good governance and prevent total confusion in end user claims.

I would be happy to discuss this submission in more detail.
Kind regards

Tim Kelly
100% GreenPower customer

